
RISK in SAIL TRAINING



“Learn from the mistakes of 
others;

There isn’t enough time to make 
them all yourself.”

Eleanor Roosevelt



Risk Management Tools-
SOFT Skills
1.Risk Exposure
2.Modified Aviation Check Lists
3.Other Outdoor Ed. Programs
4.Accident/Near-miss Case 

Studies



RISK EXPOSURE
What is SAFE-----too Risky

CREW/ EDUCATION /ACTIVITIES



We take our students past the limits of 
their experience, 

not past the limits of their ability 



RISK EXPOSURE

STAFF-OFFICE/BOARD 
PARTICPANTS





OPERATIONS RISK ASSESMENT 
By Captain Walter Rybka –modified from Civil 
Air Patrol check list
1.HUMAN FACTORS
2.MISSION and ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSIDERATIONS
3.VESSEL CONDITIONS
4.INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT



Operations Risk Assessment  

1.   Human Factors 

 
Factor/ 
Hazard Low Risk Pt. Moderate Risk Pt. High Risk Pt. 

C
A

PT
A

IN
 

Experience >5 yrs. command 
time X 2-5 years   First 

Command   

Training License higher 
than required X Minimum 

license   
Unlicensed or 

new min. 
license 

  

Time in type Previous season 
in same ship X Previous time 

in similar   New to this 
rig   

Health Athletic level of 
fitness X 

Health ok- but 
sea legs not 

current 
  Illness   

Rest Well rested X Some fatigue   Very tired   

                

O
FF

IC
ER

S 

Experience >5 yrs. and some 
command time   2-5 years X First-time 

watch officer   

Training License higher 
than required   

New and 
minimum 
license 

 X 
Unlicensed or 

low license 
level 

  

Time in type Previous season 
in same ship X  Previous time 

in similar  X New to this 
rig   

Health Athletic level of 
fitness X  

Health ok- but 
sea legs not 

current 
  Illness   

Rest Well rested X Some fatigue Very tired 

 





3. Vessel Condition 

Factor/ 
Hazard Low Risk Pt. Moderate 

Risk Pt. High Risk Pt.

Inspection 
Exceeds 

requirements 
for intended 

service 
  Meets C.O.I. 

min. X 
Uninspected 
or with C.O.I. 
deficiencies 

  

Subdivision Exceeds 1-
compartment   Meets 1-

compartment X 
Col. 

Bulkheads 
only or no 
subdivision 

  

Fire 
Protection Meets H   Meets T or 

SSV X None   

 Stability 
Exceeds 

requirements 
for intended 

service 
  Meets 

requirements X 
Unknown or 
substandard 

per 
inspection 

class 

  

Sea-
worthiness 

Fit for high 
latitude, 
ocean 

  
Coastwise or 

partially 
protected 

X Protected 
Waters   

Equipment 
Exceeds 

requirements/ 
Excellent 
condition 

  Adequate per 
COI X 

Deficient in 
amount and 

condition 
  

Vessel 
Construction Steel       Wood X

Vessel Age Under 10 
years   10-20 years X Over 20 

years   
Maintenance 

Level 
Exceeds 

requirements X 
Meets 

minimum 
needs 

  Repairs 
deferred   



4. Institutional Support 

Factor/ 
Hazard Low Risk Pt. Moderate Risk Pt. High Risk Pt.

Institutional 
Experience 

Over 10 
Years X 3 to 10 Years   Less than 3 

yrs.   
Office Staff 

stability 
Over 5 
years X 2- 5 years   Frequent 

turnover   
Office Staff 
knowledge 

Former 
Deck 

Officers 
X Some experience   Clueless   

Professional 
development 

at least 5% 
of budget 
for training 

  
Meets USCG 
minimums for 

crew 
X 

No staff 
training 
program 

  

SOP In place and 
tested X Under discussion   "Say What?"   

Standing 
Orders 

In place and 
tested X Under discussion   "Say What?"   

Instructions 
to Master 

In place and 
tested X Under discussion   "Say What?"   

Financial 
Stability Well funded   Tight but 

adequate X In the red   
Program 

Complexity 
Single 

purpose   Runs 2 or 3 
programs X Multi-faceted   

 





“Learn from the mistakes of others;

There isn’t enough time to make 
them all yourself.” Eleanor  Roosevelt

…………and then tell your crew about them



Special Report: A Death at Outward Bound
After heatstroke claims a student in Utah's 
Canyon Country, the 46-year-old institution 
faces America's shrinking tolerance for risk.



Sources of Accident Cases
www.avalanche.org
www.nautinst.org/mars
www.americanwhitewater.org

http://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/index
.html



Confidentiality and Incentives to Report



Court Trial

Mock Report (TSB, USCG)

Timeline

Methods



NEAR MISS    ‐ HIPO’s







Deborah Hayes
St George’s School
P O Box 1910
Newport RI USA
02840

Deborah_hayes@stgeorges.edu



This incident took place while I was driving a tall ship during a schooner race on the east coast.  It was a 
grey and smoky start, with gusty winds adding to the tension.  Lots of jostle and jockeying at the starting 
line, as usual, but we got off well.  We were probably half an hour into the race and the stress was 
easing off as we sailed down harbor, when a small schooner who had got away on an earlier start 
suddenly tacks and starts shouting, “STARBOARD, STAR‐BOARD!”  The hair on my neck came to full 
attention and I swallowed hard.  Tacking our 150’ vessel with squares’ls set is not something that could 
be accomplished in a moment’s notice!  I shouted to my crew to let go sheets on the fore & aft sails to 
slow us down and hung onto the wheel as he bore down and passed right under our bow.  He had a 
Marconi rig main, and I was sure our bowsprit was going to pass between his mainmast and backstay.  It 
would have been ugly.  Somehow he made it across our bow without causing a complete cluster fiasco, 
and my heart dropped from my throat back into my chest.   

We talked about it later as a crew.  What we had done right was have everyone manning their stations 
so orders were followed quickly.  We talked about how we might have let go the upper tops’l on the fly 
which would have taken more way off, and questioned if we should have headed up right away.  The 
vessel had a feathering propeller and we talked about how, in a race situation, we could leave the prop 
in “drive position” so if need be the engine could be started and thrown in reverse to slow us down.  We 
all agreed that short of staying out of races there would be no way to avoid such close quarter 
maneuvering with other vessels under sail, where a misguided skipper could pull such a stunt. 

When I questioned him about it that night at the after race party he basically shrugged and said he was 
“just sailing by the rules”.  When I told him there was no way to possibly tack our vessel so quickly he 
answered that we had to stay out of his way.  He obviously didn’t understand what was involved in 
trying to accomplish that on a large vessel.  By racing rules, yes, he had the right of way.  By common 
sense, we had the right of weight, and his small wooden schooner would have come out MUCH the 
worse in a tussle with our steel hull.  Rubbing salt in the wound, at awards time they called out that 
vessel as winner of the Seamanship Award!  Apparently he had done something later in the race that 
caught the eye or ear of the committee.  I know I could have given them an earful! 



Making Diamonds (a term of art from the tugboat industry)  
 
A transit in a large, low-powered Sailing School Vessel from the upper Chesapeake motoring to 
sea through the C&d Canal on a moonless night. The watch officer was the brisk and competent 
Third Mate who had previously distinguished himself as an AB during a fourteen month 
campaign that included two transatlantics sailing from Boston in the early spring to ports 
in Europe, the Azores, Madeira, the Canaries and the Caribbean then returning to New 
England. The captain was below by the navigation area casually monitoring radio traffic and the 
ship's advance. As the eastbound ship approached the last bridge before the Delaware River the 
wind was astern and the tide was flooding into the Delaware Bay. An overtaking tug and tow 
requested passage down the ship's starboard side. Courtesy seemed to require compliance and the 
watch officer shifted to the north side of the canal as the tug passed, abandoning an unofficial, 
hubristic confined waterways policy of 'taking our half out of the middle.' Now east of the bridge 
the terrain to the southward flattened out and the wind began to increase and shift to the 
southwest. The Third Mate began trying to recover his prior middle of the canal track, but the 
ship trended left as it moved forward. Here the southern breakwater arm angles off to the right 
and the northern arm continues east out from the shore. Soon the granite of the north breakwater 
was getting alarmingly close.  The captain was called. On deck it was immediately clear that we 
had a problem.Engines were turning at close to maximum revolutions, the helm had a few turns 
to starboard, the ship was not turning away from the wall. Seat of the pants analysis seemed to 
indicate that the ship would not clear the end of the breakwater, now a few ship lengths ahead. 
Efforts were made to extract additional RPMs from the engines and, at what felt like the last 
possible moment, the helm was ordered to midships. Centering the pretty much barndoor-sized 
rudder seemed to give the ship the last bit of tracking she needed to clear the wall and we lived to 
tell the tale. 
 
What went wrong? 
The details speak for themselves. We should have insisted on keeping the windward wall for the 
passing.  
The ship was well known to be underpowered. In fact the rant-prone captain was commonly 
heard to say 'don't sail her into a situation that you think you'll motor out of.' In time (with new 
ownership) her horsepower was more than doubled...with its own consequences, but that's 
another story... 
We failed to anticipate the dynamics of the squirelly flood tide in the shoaly areas by Reedy 
point where canal and river meet. 
 
 
Did the wind really shift and increase?  
At this remove I'm unable to retrieve weather data for that time and place, but it may be that with 
greater local knowledge one might argue that the canal 'channeled' a southwesterly breeze into a 
westerly one, deceiving for being a following breeze. 
 
What did we do right? 
 
The mate summoned the captain, who wished he'd been on deck the whole time, but the canal 
transit had seemed benign. Still, in the few minutes that the situation had unfolded, one did think 



of the closing words to the standing orders posted inside the front cover of the ship's logbook, "In 
general, call the captain when there is still time for him to take action. Do not summon him at the 
last minute when he will merely be a witness to a casualty." 
 
We stayed calm. When the 'excrement impacts the oscillator' [credit words to a Clive Cussler 
speech at NYYC] project calmness, it can be infectious. A deckhand once said to me, "We were 
really afraid when X happened but when I looked at the quarterdeck and saw how calm you guys 
were, I figured the situation wasn't all that bad." Little did the deckhand know that, like the 
irreverent joke about Nelson at Trafalgar, the captain was thinking about his brown trousers. 
 
Cultivate clairvoyance... in yourself and in your people. In the seafaring we call this 
forehandedness: the anticipation of outcomes, consequences...Have an out-of-body experience: 
put yourself out in front of your ship, at least figuratively, temporally.  
 
I came to think of this as one on the 'TopTen' scariest experiences of a maritime career. 
In retrospect the tug operator probably had the greater local knowledge that guided him to stay to 
the windward side of the canal. He probably viewed the sailing ship as just another 
annoyance, an apparent recreational sailboat.  
 
Readers of John McPhee'sLooking For A Ship will recall Third Mate Andy Chase's Captain Paul 
Washburn who said, "I've spent many a lonely night standing watch in my cabin window." I'm 
not a huge Randy Newman fan but I think it's supposed to be "lonely at the top." 
 
The Third Mate went on to a distinguished career in sail training. 
 



Near miss as recorded 1/23/12 Bridge 
In the early 90s I was captain of a tall ship‐doing sail training and day sail and appearance work. One of 
our ports of call was Beverly, Mass. The dock in Beverly was about 6 boat lengths from a bridge with an 
air‐draft of 26 feet and a current flowing underneath of 1 1/2 to 2 kts. Being a young and cautious 
captain I planned for problems. I had the MOB boat launched and standing by the port bow‐as I planned 
to make a starboard turn and proceed to the dock. As a back up I had the port anchor catted so that it 
was available as a last resort should something bad happen. 

As I drew abreast of the dock I realized that the current was flooding in at about 4 kts and so I began my 
turn to starboard and waved at the mate to have the coxn begin to push on the port bow. The coxn 
began to push, found that he was close to the port anchor and reached up to hold onto it as a means of 
keeping station. As he lay ahold of the anchor his right shoulder dislocated (a pre‐existing condition that 
I was unaware of), he released the throttle of the push boat and collapsed sceaming in the stern of the 
small boat. No pressure on the bow towards  starboard. The bridge is now 4 and ½ boat lengths away. 

The 2d mate went off the port bow on my command‐to take control of the MOB boat from the coxn and 
begin to push the bows to starboard. Unhappily for the overall project he thought he was to render aid 
to the coxn and attempted to do so. The MOB boat engine was not engaged and the boat itself had slid 
back so that it was directly under the port anchor. The 1st mate was standing by to drop that anchor‐but 
was unable to do so with out dropping it on the boat and crew over side. The bridge is now less than 3 
boat lengths away and we are broadside to it‐and the current is increasing due to the compression of 
the pylons  on the water. 

With the bag of options having about run out I gave the ship full throttle ahead and hard starboard 
rudder‐believing that a grounding would be superior to a bridge allision. This tall ship had a notoriously 
small engine and prop and I wasn’t overly hopeful at this point. The bridge had gotten very big. 

And then God chuckled. The stem of the ship crossed a foam line  close to the land ahead‐on the side of 
the harbor. This represented absolutely still water with no current in it. With the stern still being swept 
towards the bridge at 4 plus knots but with the bow stopped the ship executed the most prompt 
starboard turn of its career. Within seconds the ship was out of the current and pointed back the way 
she had come‐the small propeller gradually digging in and sending the boat towards the intended dock. 
CPA on the bridge was 1 boat length. Water under the keel 1 foot. I chose to not go to the dock but 
proceeded back out into the mooring field away from the bridge‐while bringing the MOB boat along the 
port side and bringing the coxn aboard for aid. We anchored up outside the mooring field and called our 
local contacts to tell them we had hit a snag. 

Resolution; we never did got to that dock but instead lay on a mooring‐from which we were able to do 
daysails  with guests loading and departing by launch. 
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18 January 2012 

Near miss story for Deb Hayes 

 

 

The schooner Neris, and an offshore passage, 1972 

As the summer of 1972 waned and the end of Pioneer’s sailing season came in 

sight, for the first time in my life I did not have school to account for my time until 

spring.  I very much wanted to keep sailing, but had little idea of how to find a berth.  

Chance intervened.  In those days, South Street Seaport Museum hosted the Mayor’s 

Cup Schooner Race every October.  For a few days before and after the event 

numerous schooner yachts berthed at the museum piers. A slim schooner by the name 

of Neris rafted alongside Pioneer.  Built in 1916, 70 ft on deck, originally gaff rigged, 

altered to stays’ls and Marconi main in the ‘20’s, she had that classic elegance of 

narrow beam and low skylights and scuttles which made her look larger than she was.  

Sweeping from her curved oval transom to her bowsprit the teak cap rail atop the low 

bulwarks had a graceful sheer.  It struck me at the time that most wooden schooners 

nearing sixty years old were as distinctly challenged in the graceful lines department 

as their human counterparts.  In my naivete and enthusiasm I failed to notice, until 

sometime later, that the near perfect sheer was the result of replacing the bulwarks 

and caprail to restore the original line of sheer.  Sighting along the deck edge revealed 

the true sheer of the hull structure as undulating along between the usual humps in 

way of the masts at the chainplates. 

Sidebar on hogging 
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Wooden vessels tend to age like people; they gain weight and sag at the ends.  

The short version is that most sailing vessels are built with “sheer”, a graceful 

sweeping curve that makes the ends higher than the waist, or mid-body, both to lessen 

the chances of seas boarding, and to speed drainage of water that does come on deck.  

But those long overhanging ends are unsupported compared to the middle of the ship, 

where she is broadest and has maximum support from the water.  Even without 

overhangs, the ship is narrower at bow and stern, yet doesn’t have the same degree of 

buoyancy as the midsection because the narrower sections enclose less interior 

volume, while the structure of frames and planking is just as heavy per square foot of 

external surface as at the better supported sections. 

  Keeping weight out of the ends and stowed midlength mitigates the strain, but 

not entirely. Over time the asymmetry in load causes the ends of the ship to sag, in 

extreme cases reversing the sheer into the curve of a hog’s back. This imagery gave 

the condition its name, “hogging,” or the end result of being hogged. 

Schooners worsen this tendency with the asymmetric strains placed on the hull by 

the rig. A square rigger has the sail area balanced across the masts, and the yards are 

evenly restrained by the braces. The strain of the rig is transmitted to the hull by more 

points of attachment.  A schooner always struggled to restrain the booms and the 

swing of the gaffs, both pivoting on the mast in a rolling sea.  The changes in thrust as 

the gaff and boom pumped and jerked pushed on the masts unevenly, causing 

disproportionate wear and tear. This motion was transmitted to the hull through the 

few shrouds alternately pulling up through the chain plates on each side, as well as by 

the pull of the main sheet yanking the stern loose on every roll. Schooners were 
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harder on their gear than square riggers, and two masted schooners with the largest 

sail area carried aft were more vulnerable than other fore-aft rigs. They tended to 

loosen their upper strakes into localized humping up of the deck in way of the masts, 

almost literally sawing their own sterns off by the pull on the chainplates.  On old 

wooden racing yachts the frequently heard phrases were “she sails like a witch” and 

“she leaks like a basket”, both true and the latter somewhat the result of the former. 

End Sidebar on hogging               

 Neris was bound for the Virgin Islands, and would be making an ocean passage 

by way of Bermuda.  The owner was not onboard, and I didn’t know whether the 

delivery crew had any professionals or were friends of the owner, or a mix.  To me 

this looked like a great opportunity, if I could get a berth.  The captain, Ralph 

Johannsen, had a house building business and a yacht racing background, late thirties 

to fortyish with an athletic build. When I asked about a berth he told me they didn’t 

need any more crew, but he would take me to St. Thomas if I agreed to both stand 

watches and pay my share of the provisions.  Instantly agreed.  

There were seven of us all told; in addition to the captain, there was his brother 

John, also a construction worker but a few years older.  Mike, a mid-twenties 

housebuilder who worked at times for Ralph and John, proved a good hand. The 

captain’s girl friend, Kate, perhaps late twenties to thirty or so, was the cook.  Bertil, 

a retired executive, very tall and lean, a veteran of many Bermuda races, was our 

celestial navigator.  There was one other woman, Linda, mid-forties, who was not a 
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sailor but somehow knew the others and was along for the adventure.  Out of these  

only the captain and Bertil had any offshore yacht sailing experience. 

For some reason I can’t recall, our departure was at night, motoring away from 

South Street and dropping through the narrows and out the Ambrose Channel on an 

ebb tide, the night unseasonably warm and calm.  Some hours later, well past the 

harbor traffic we got sail on and shut down the engine.  A light but fair SW wind had 

come up, and Neris glided along at around four knots, a very pleasant start to the 

passage.  By the second night we were about 150 miles south of New York, and were 

surprised to still see the loom of light under the overcast sky from the city.  Those 

first two days we did a lot of cleaning up and re-stowing.  Neris had been laid up, or 

at least sailed very little, in recent years and had been berthed somewhere in the 

Chesapeake. I paid particular attention to frayed rope ends (“Irish penants”) and went 

around putting needle and palm whippings on all lines.  Observing that I was staying 

busy doing useful work, Ralph was kind enough to tell me on the second day he 

wasn’t going to charge me for provisions.     

In the haste to get underway, and in the light air conditions at the time, life lines 

had not been rigged.  Next morning Ralph ordered us to rig half inch wires, port and 

starboard, from the very stout boom gallows aft, to the anchor windlass on the 

foredeck, with turnbuckles to tighten them.  These wires were parallel and over the 

cockpit coamings, about on the quarter beam, meaning we could clip to them and 

reach the wire rail and stanchions atop the bulwarks outboard, or on the inboard side 

reach the fife rails in way of the masts.   From then on for the rest of the passage the 

rule was harnesses worn at all times on deck. The drill was to put the harness on 
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below deck, and clip the lanyard to the wire while still in the companionway before 

climbing out on deck. When going below the reverse procedure was followed, of 

unclipping last thing after starting to climb down the companionway ladder.  This 

wise and safe precaution stood us in good stead in the days ahead. 

About the third day the wind freshened and the seas increased.  Nothing severe, 

SW maybe 20 kts and seas 5 ft. a point ahead of the beam.  This was perfect sailing 

for a staysail schooner and for a day and a night Neris romped along at nine and ten 

knots, scuppers just kissing the crests and only occasionally rolling to rail down.  She 

was a joy to steer and a night watch under a bright moon, with sharp points of stars 

seen through holes in ragged cloud, is a memory cherished to this day.   

Gnawing away at this perfect scene; the old vessel leaked, a lot.  The main engine 

had the usual auxiliary pump for routine stripping, but this leaking was a lot more 

than routine, and our fuel supply was limited. There was a gasoline powered 

emergency pump on deck, but some part failed five minutes into the first drill. That 

left us the large Edson pump on deck, worked by throwing your weight on a three 

foot handle for a gallon a stroke.  Ten minutes at the end of each watch was not bad.  

Then fifteen.  Soon it took twenty minutes before the pump would suck air. 

By the fourth day the seas were up around 8 ft. wind nearing 30 knots.  Shortened 

down now she was still sailing at 7 to 8 knots, and rarely taking water on deck.  By 

the 5th day we were pumping one hour in four.  This we could keep up with, in this 

weather. The uncomfortable realization was, however, dawning on us, that if we ran 

into a really hard blow this old schooner was going to drop out from under us.  Not a 
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pleasant thought in lowering visibility on a November evening. On the bright side 

Bermuda was less than a day away.  If we could find it. 

Sidebar on navigation  

Before GPS Bermuda was a very dangerous place to approach from all sides 

except from the south, where deep water carried very close inshore, and hills rose 

behind the beach.  From the north a ring of coral extended over seven miles out from 

a set of islands with the highest light at 300 ft elevation.  In any dirty weather you 

could be on top of the reef before seeing the islands or a single light. Neris had an 

ancient Loran A set onboard, the kind that took many minutes of fiddling with the 

knobs to line up the “master” signal wave directly over the “slave” signal, which gave 

one line of bearing.  A three bearing fix could take close to an hour, if you could get 

reception at all.  The atmospheric conditions near Bermuda have a bad reputation for 

distorting radio waves, and just when we needed the Loran most we knew it couldn’t 

be relied on.  

The back-up, or the primary depending on circumstances, was celestial 

navigation, as practiced by Bertil, with his sextant. At the same time just as celestial 

navigation was needed most the sky clouded over.  Overnight the Southwest wind had 

slacked off, but shifted to North East and began building again. 

 Bertil’s positions never agreed with the Loran but were consistently within10 

miles of it.  The captain wasn’t sure which method was more accurate, or at least less 

in error.  This is especially worrisome approaching Bermuda from the north. 

End nav sidebar 
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  By the morning of the 6th day the glass was falling, the sky lowering, the wind in 

the twenties, slowly rising, and by now from northeast. Nothing serious yet, but a 

deep low pressure storm was slowly closing in. Bermuda had been given a wide berth 

for fear of the north reef.  Now as the hours dragged on to midday there was tension 

onboard.  Everyone was on deck, peering intently ahead through intermittent light 

showers and murky sunlight coming through holes in a half gray sky.  All hoping to 

see some light or land, and not the dreaded reef. 

Suddenly the welcome cry of “Land Ho!”....except it was almost behind us (abaft 

the beam)!  The landfall was made at a range of under ten miles by a crew member 

who had turned around to go aft and relieve the wheel.  By taking a wide cautious 

swing around to the East, we had nearly passed Bermuda.  Even though we were east 

of the islands with a northeast wind, we were now far enough south that getting her to 

line up on St Georges entrance channel was going to require putting her hard on the 

wind for a few miles, with a reef under our lee.  Prior to landfall, in haste to get in 

before dark, and while off the wind, full sail had been set.   

Hard on the wind was a totally different picture.  Neris picked up speed, but also 

lay down to rail under as she thrashed to windward.   The fisherman stays’l was 

dropped just as she was brought on the wind. But she still carried the full mainsail, 

and it was too much.  As she pounded into the head-sea loud vibration rumbled 

through the hull, and the mast was visibly bending and pumping as well.  As tempting 

as it was for the captain to carry on just a bit longer, he realized that every minute of 
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this was risking a dismasting.  The mainsail had to come down, now!  The sail had 

one very deep reef band, but did not carry reef points. Instead a lace line was threaded 

through the grommets and spiraled around the rolled foot of the sail on the few 

occasions it was reefed.  In these conditions she just might have carried the reefed 

main, but there was no getting it done quickly in these conditions, at least not with the 

size and experience level of our crew.  With the vessel sailing on her ear while 

thrashing through the head sea it was going to be all we could do to get the sail down.  

Fortunately, Neris had an exceptionally stout boom gallows, and sheeted in close 

hauled as we were, the boom was not very far from getting into a cradle.  The key to 

getting a large schooner mainsail down safely is to immobilize the boom. With a 

quarter tackle on to windward, and the lift taut, the halyard was slowly eased off. As 

the sail lowered and spilled wind we got a little on the quarter tackle and sheet with 

every roll, bringing the boom inboard and over the gallows.  Carefully tending sheet, 

quarter tackle, lift and halyard, the boom was soon in the gallows and lashed down. 

Now the halyard could be lowered away and all hands save the helmsman work on 

fighting the sail down, and dragging a lot of it back onboard from over the side.  As 

soon as we had it on deck and a couple of gaskets on it, and we were sure no line was 

trailing in the water, we gathered in the cockpit to catch our breath.  

This was no time to rest.  The captain, who had the wheel while we got the 

mainsail in, noticed immediately that with a large jib and fore and main staysails up 

she was now very out of balance and sagging off to leeward with a heavy lee helm. 

Fortunately the engine started immediately, but could not bring her head up enough to 

hold course with this sail combination.  The jib had to be taken in.  Three of us went 
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forward, one to lower the halyard, and two to go out on the bowsprit to pull the sail 

down and get it stowed.  There was no downhaul, although the situation was the text 

book illustration of why there should have been. Nor was there any sea room to run 

off while getting it down.  The breakers on the reef to leeward were now quite visible. 

Getting her to hold her ground to windward, even with power on, was dependent on 

getting this jib in. 

Neris’ bowsprit projected only about seven feet ahead of the stem, and lay low 

enough that in smooth water the foot ropes left one’s feet only a foot or so out of the 

water.  This wasn’t smooth water.  The northeast wind was now building to the upper 

end of force 6 (high 20’s in kts), and the seas were humping up steeper and shorter as 

the bottom shelved up toward the reef.  Two of us went out on the weather side of the 

bowsprit, clipping our lanyards to guy wires. When in position we yelled “ready”, the 

halyard was cast off, and the hand at the foremast slid down to the leeward side of the 

foredeck to get a hold of the sheet and keep it from flogging too badly.  

Turning forward to reach up and pull down on the luff of the sail, I was startled to 

be at eye level with an approaching wave crest.  A glance down showed the trough a 

disconcerting distance below.   Sudden weightlessness told me Neris was about to 

plunge into the middle of this wave.  I had the briefest moment to take a deep breath 

and wrap my arms around the bowsprit before having most of the wind knocked out 

of me by the force of the water. 

Just as I could no longer hold my breath we came out of the wave, but not for 

long.  I had an instant realization: this is the real thing! This is why they called the 
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bowsprit the “widow maker!”  Walter, you can get killed out here!  But guess what! If 

you don’t get this jib stowed this schooner won’t be able to get her head up and will 

slide to leeward onto the slashing fangs of the coral reef less than half a mile away.  If 

that happens, twelve to fifteen foot seas crashing onto the coral heads will turn the 

schooner to matchsticks in a heartbeat, and all of us will be ground to hamburger in 

the last few heartbeats thereafter.  So yes, I might get killed in the next five minutes 

trying to get this sail in and give the schooner a chance to save us.  Or I could stumble 

back to the cockpit, and be absolutely certain of a nasty death in about twenty 

minutes.  In that context it was pretty easy to focus on first dragging the jib down to 

spill the wind out of it, and next dragging it out of the water and getting it lashed to 

the bowsprit.  We would get a couple of armfuls up to the bowsprit, and a turn or two 

of the gasket, before the weightless feeling in the pit of the stomach told us to hang on 

for life and take a deep breath; the rollercoaster ride through the waterfall was about 

to plunge again. Every wave came over our waists, but every fourth or fifth was a big 

steep wall that put our heads under as the slim needle of a schooner dove right 

through the waves.  

We wore harnesses, and were clipped to a strong wire, but if pulled away from the 

bowsprit we might be just as dead from being slammed into the hull or bowsprit or 

bobstay wire while being dragged along better than half submerged.  In reality the 

whole episode of getting the jib in probably took less than twenty minutes, but it felt 

like we had been out there for hours. By the time we got back to the cockpit I felt a 

surge of hope and elation.   Relieved of mainsail and oversize jib, and now under fore 

and main stays’ls and the engine, Neris was opening slightly on the reef. If everything 
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held together for ten more minutes she would be abeam the St. George Channel 

entrance, and could turn the corner for a downwind run into the harbor. 

Timing is everything.  A lift of visibility as light rain yielded to sunshine let us 

make the landfall, however belatedly, just in time to fetch in that afternoon.  We had 

gotten the largest sails off her just in time to claw off the hungry reef.  And we made 

the narrow channel in a boisterous sea with the last rays of the sun intermittently 

stabbing out of the gathering cloud deck.  More importantly, we had reached safe 

haven in a leaky old vessel only a few hours ahead of a storm. The captain took her 

deep into St. George’s harbor and it was just the edge of darkness when the chain ran 

out with our heavy anchor.  As we furled the stays’ls I realized my knees were 

shaking.  Maybe an excess of adrenaline combined with the onset of hypothermia.  

Even at Bermuda temperatures, we had been soaked through for several hours with 

near thirty knots of wind to chill us. Or maybe it was sinking in that we had just had a 

pretty close shave.  

After cleaning up the deck and setting the anchor light, all hands retreated below 

to the saloon. The saloon and the galley were a shambles.  In the tempestuous fight 

for our lives that afternoon no one had been below for hours.  The bilge water was 

lapping over the sole, and had sloshed over the settee cushions in the violent 

gyrations off the reef.  The saloon and galley cupboards had very impractical glass 

pane doors. A few heavy items had crashed through, which then started the rest, and 

the bottom of the cabin was full of broken glass, mixed in with a slurry of ketchup, 

Worcestershire sauce, condensed milk, and soggy paperback novels.  I volunteered to 

warm up by throwing on a dry sweater and going on deck to frantically work the big 
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Edson pump for what seemed forever before it sucked air.  By that time the worst of 

the wreckage had been cleared up in saloon and galley.  The cook had gotten the 

stove going and a few large cans of Dinty Moore beef stew were the fastest way to 

get hot food on for a ravenous crowd.  As the seven of us slumped down around the 

table the captain popped the cork on a large bottle of dark rum.  He had kept a dry 

ship underway, but now on the hook, in a snug harbor, as the gale rose in the night, 

never was grog more welcome.   

I don’t know how often our captain went on deck that night to be sure we weren’t 

dragging, most captains I have known sleep like cats with one eye open anytime their 

vessels are at risk.  The rest of us curled up to the sound of the gale in the rigging and 

slept like logs till well after daylight.   Later that day space became available at the 

quay and after a Customs inspection we began to explore Bermuda on rented motor 

scooters as have countless others before and since.  It was clear and sunny but 

blowing stiff and unseasonably cold.  Next day a Cruise Liner arrived from New 

York. Ralph knew the Second Officer and called on him, to be told how rough the 

passage had been, thus confirming our fortunate timing in getting in ahead of the 

storm.    

 


